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“Liberty, this word that the human 
dream feeds there is nobody to explain 
and noboby that does not understand"
Cecília Meireles  

Vinicius with Lucas and Gabriela



Presentation

This is the last book of the collection “The New Little Friends”, that I started writing about 2012, inspired by my grandchildren 
Gabriela and Lucas. The fables enrich the native Indian culture, myths and Brazilian legends and emphasize the importance on 
living in harmony with nature. Besides, they have several Tupy Guarani words and their meanings, a space with draws to color 
and poems that include familiar, historical, social and cultural themes. 

The books are distributed in Child Hospitals, Fairs, Schools and other places for children. Aiming to enlarge and disseminate 
the literary works, I’ve published digital versions in the blog “The New Little Friends” in English, Spanish, French, German, 
Italian, Mandarin and Guarani. It was made to share the legacy of the native Indian culture with boys and girls from other 
countries. 

“The adventures of the Little Indian Tiçá” was the first book of the collection. Tiçá is inspired on Gabriela, who had black hair 
when she was born. In this history, the native little Indian was walking in the forest when she met Pitan, the Bem-te-vi bird in 
trouble. With the help of the little monkey Sauá, she saves the little bird and gives him back to his family.
The second book of the series, The Light Blue Lagoon born”, was a tribute to the friendship between Gabriela and her 
kindergarten colleagues.

Tiçá was willing to know the Portuguese and French people who were, temporarily, living in a distant city from the Taba-çá 
village. In order to meet them, the native little Indian run the pathway “peabirus” and met Liora, who was a member of one of 
these European families.  The girls were called away and missed in the forest but, thanks to Pitan, all had a happy end.

The next book, “Luçá and the Pterossaurus Yuri” is a Lucas birth celebration, my second grandson. The native little Indian was 
willing to have a brother and the tribe shaman helped the girl to have her wish done. The new Tiçá little brother was born by 
means of a “pajelance”. Rising lightnings have carried the pterosaurus Yuri egg to the village and the boy Luçá, who is blonde, 
white skinned and quite different of the other members of the tribe. Therefore in this book, we intend to reflect about the 
respect of diversity. 

The book “Pitan-Net” – The Bem-te-vis Internet” was born to solve the need of events communication, like forest burns, 
missing children and other emergencies that happened in the village and needed quick help.  Therefore, Luçá created the 
Pitan-Net, a reference to the Web and Bem-te-vis, known as territorial birds.

The fifth book, “Paí, Paí, Vini-çá” presents to the readers the father of the little native Indians, the character Vini-çá is a tribute 
to my son Vinicius. In this adventure, we emphasize the importance of the sports practices. In this episode, we have Belinha, 
the Owl, who will be a Psychologist in the next book. 

In the last but one book, “Gegê, the Little Indian who loved the Animals”, a very playful native little Indian who had an accident 
that took off the movements from his legs and changed all his life. With the help of friends and the discovery of a new sport – 
Wheelchair Tennis for disabled people – Gegê learned how to live again and found out new adventures. 

With this present book, “Kariki, The Little King”, I finish the cycle of the series “The New Little Friends”, representing all the 
influences of Brazilian people origin, as the native Indians, Europeans and African people.



Slave – “Miaussuba” in Tupi-Guarani Language
4

Teacher Marci-çá was teaching children 
from Taba-cá Village, in Pedregulho – SP 
region, when her niece, the little indian 
Tiçá, asked her:
- Teacher, what is slavery ?
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Why this question , Tiçá ?
Today morning, my brother Luçá 
received a message by Pitan-Net, The 
Bem-te-Vi Internet, about a boy asking 
for help, because he was chained to a tree 
in a distant farm from our village, near 
the Jaraguá Peak – SP.

Question - “Poranbuba” in Tupi-Guarani Language.
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Very well, Tiçá , this is one of  the most brutal kind of slavery. I will show you in 
the next classes how this terrible evil is devastating to the  enslaved  people and  
how  this happen in our Tupi-Guarany nation when the white people enslave the 
black African people and the red native Indian people.

People – “Apyaba” in Tupi-Guarani Language.



7Daylight – “Coacatu”  in Tupi-Guarani Language

Tiçá noticed:
- Teacher, Luçá is very much worried on 
saving this boy, so is he is already flying in 
the Pterossaurus Yuri to rescue him. He 
hasn’t waited even for the daylight. 

The teacher alerted her:
– With the discovery of gold and precious stones in this farm 
land, the region became a very dangerous minning place.
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Luçá, after  overflying the Jaraguá Peak 
(SP) said to the little monkey Sauá:
- Look down there. There is a boy kept 
in a tree, must be him who asked us for 
help.

Hurry, Yuri !! Let’s  land beside him, but 
with  much care so that anyboby could 
see us. Then, you fly in direction to 
Araripe Plate (CE), to fetch his friend, 
Pterossaurus Cristinha.  

Hurry – “Coritei” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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Friend - “Mû” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Kariki - In Haussá, African language, means king.

The little native Indian replied: 
- My name is Luçá and this is my 
friend Sauá, together we will take 
you from here. 

The tearful boy, regreted:
- My name is Kariki. As a punishment, I 
was chained by a very bad farmer, who 
mistreats me, who makes me sleeping 
under the mist, who forbids me to go to 
school and who forces me to work hard 
with no stop. I can’t stand anymore! 
Take me with you !
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Luçá, while was unchaining Kariki, said 
very proud:
- Now you are free, we can go. 
The boy continued his regret:
- No Luçá, I have to take my little sister , 
Kaká, who is a slave in the farmer house. 
My parents died with so much cruelty 
here in this farm. We were ripped off 
from our tribe in Africa, enslaved and 
brought to here. They asked me never to 
separate from her.

Cruelty – “Angaipaba” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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Then , Luçá suggested:
- Let’s make a escape plan from these so 
inhumane farm. You, Kariki, in the night, 
will warn your sister, Kaká, of our 
intention. Then you will meet me and Sauá 
here, by this tree. From here, all of us will 
hide in the forest, then we go back to our 
village.

To escape – “Jababa” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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Wake Up – “Paca” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Bush Captain - Man who hunted slaves who 
fled from the farms

The farmer’s wife, upon waking up, saw that the children have disappeared and 
warned her husband:
- The small African slaves escaped carrying food with him! Don’t forget to bring 
with you Cabeção, that is the most trained dog to find out them, besides Bush 
Captain.



13Question – “Poranduba” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

Kariki warned Luçá:
- Let’s pay attention, once the cruel farmer , 
with his dog Cabeção (Big Head)  and the 
terrible Capitão do Mato (Bush Captain), will 
surely come to bring us back and this trio is 
the most ruthless with the slaves.
Luçá, apprehensive, asked:
- Yuri flew to the Northeast and now, how 
can us run away from this farm without him ?



14 Cry – “Assema” in Tupi Guarani Language

Feeling danger, the little monkey Sauá 
climbed in a tree and, from there, he cried 
so loud asking for help to his friends of 
the forest. Then there was the reply: a 
very acute and loud whistle echoed, 
echoed, echoed as never before

Sauá reassured Luçá:
- Let’s escape from here even without 
Yuri. Our protector is already coming, 
he has yet heard my appeal.



The dog Cabeção burst it’s collar and disappeared forever from the region. It 
knew that this acute sound was from the terrible Curupira, which could be already 
very close from here.

Cara de Cão - This mountain exists in Rio de Janeiro, where the city was founded.

Curupira - More about it at page 27. 15

The legend says The Ghosts of God Mitã 
of the Children turned that dog in a 
rocky mountain known as Cara de Cão 
Mountain. This punishment was given 
to the dog to never more to pursue 
children .



16 Weak – “Cañaia” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

The farmer, who was very angry, cried 
to the Bush Captain:
- Let’s go, weak person! Let’s grab these 
runaway slaves, knot them in the 
senzala and leave them without food 
and water for a long time to learn not to 
flee from us anymore. 



17Hand – “Pó” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

The bad men were almost reaching the 
children, when a giant native Indian 
with a cane twisting it in his hands and 
with the feet overturned back in order to 
confuse his chasers, appeared in front of 
the bad men, protecting the children 
from them.



18 Size – “Pucupucu” in Tupi-Guarani Language

This giant native Indian cried:
- I am the Curupira. 
He was growing, growing in size 
and then cried so loud that all 
trembled around him:
- How much cruelty!  I won’t allow 
t h a t  y o u  c h a s e  u n p r o t e c t e d 
children. You will pay for this 
cruelty. 



19Repent – “Moassy” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

Curupira touched with his cane on the 
Bush Captain shoulders paralyzing him 
and, then, turned his white skin in black 
one, with red hair and baptized him as 
Moassy.

This new personage repented himself of his cruelties and 
became the biggest protector of the runaway slaves. 
Later, he created with the runaway slaves the Cristal 
Quilombo on this farm lands. They became free men and 
dug gold on these lands.



20 Hide – “Mima” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

The farmer was very terrified with 
what he had lived, but even though he 
could get the farm house and told to his 
wife:
- This Curupira is going to destroy us, 
let’s abandon all and go away from this 
land. We will take only the clothes we 
are dressing.

In Europe, the bad man was living with 
his family in a small city. When children 
and adults passed in front of his house, 
knowing what had happened, cried:
- Look at the Curupira, he is coming!
The bad man was terrified and, hidden 
himself under the bed, turned him to 
jell-o and only got out from there when 
a praying woman arrived there and 
reassured him. For being so merciless, 
his life was like that…

Look at the
Curupira!



21Afternoon – “Carúkeme” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

The heroes Luçá, Sauá and the new little 
friends Kariki and Kaká had a beautiful 
reception when they got back at Taba-çá 
Village. Curupira followed the group to 
be sure they would get there safe.  

In the same afternoon, Yuri arrived with his 
friend Cristinha, who was pretty well 
received.
To celebrate the moment, Vó-dir made her 
famous chocolate cake. 



Skin – “Pirá” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

So, the teacher could then explain with a great deal of details about the human 
slavery and their terrible classification, just because their skin color, white, black, 
red and not for their kindness, simplicity, friendship, equality and brotherhood.

On their first day of class, Kariki and his 
sister Kaká, under the teacher Marci-çá 
request, told their history of life. Liora, 
Tiçá’s little friend, came exclusively from 
Rio de Janeiro to know the new little 
friends.
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Palm of the Hand - “Poapytera” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

Near the sunset, around a bonfire, the boy Kariki told: - My parents always said: 
“Kariki, as you name says, you will be the king of our people when you get back to 
Africa. These inscriptions on his palm of left hand will give you divine power to be 
a Majesty. Promise me one day you will go back to search for your kingdom!”

The children were awestruck with the 
revelation, they have saved a true king 
and princess. Only after that, they saw 
the beautiful coat of arms tattooed on 
the little king Kariki palm of the hand.
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Tiçá and Liora learned with the little 
princess Kaká the art of woodcarving 
and became great friends. 
The little native Indian Tiçá carving 
wood pieces portraying the slavery in 
the Tupi-Guarani Nation. The little 
princess Kaká, carving are about 
missing and anguish of her African 
people Haussá, like masks and 
sculptures; and Liora, carved sacred 
pieces of the European culture.

the end
24



To know more.
From the Enchanted World to the Real World
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Jaraguá Peak

THE CRISTAL 

QUILOMBO

Jaraguá Peak is the highest point of São Paulo City with 
1,135 meter height, located at West of Cantareira 
Mountain. Jaraguá in Tupi-Guarani Language means 
“Sir of the Valley”. As described by the Historian 
Afonso de Taunay, on this place, about 1580, 
Portuguese Afonso Sardinha (slave trader and native 
Indian hunter), built a house in the region that received 
the name of Jaraguá Farm. He found out traces of gold 
in the Itaí River, located by the peak and, as the native 
Indians dominated those lands, there were many wars 
against them. The gold mining, therefore, only started 
in the beginning of 1950 and the Jaraguá gold was 
explored until its breakdown in the 19th Century.

Source: http://www.aprenda450anos.com.br/
450anos/vila_metropole/1-3_pico_jaragua.asp
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Zumbi dos Palmares

Zumbi was one of the main representative of the black 
resistance to slavery in Brazilian Colonial time.  
Zumbi was born in 1655, and was put in prison on his 6th 
birthday. At fifteen, he fled to look for his origins. He 
came back to the Quilombo from Palmares, free 
community composed of runaway slaves from the farms, 
where he adopted the name of Zumbi. In 1678, he led an 
internal conflict, he reached the Quilombo leadership and 
fought against the Portuguese for fourteen years. In 1695, 
he congregated more than 2000 “palmarinos” (natives 
from Palmares) and invaded Pernambuco villages 
searching weapons and food. Antonio Soares, one of the 
leaders of the “palmarinas” troops, was arrested and in 
exchange for his freedom, he informed where was the 
Zumbi hiding place. Zumbi was captured and died on 
November, 20th, 1695.

Source: http://www.historiabrasileira.com
/biografias/zumbi-dos-palmares/

The Curupira

The Curupira was one of the legends of the Brazilian 
folklore created by the people who inhabited areas close 
to the forests. Considered protector of the flora and fauna, 
he is against the hunters and those who extract the 
richness of those places, like the woodcutter.
Represented by the image of a red-haired boy, he has the 
feet with the heels turned to the front, deceiving the 
hunters with his footprints and leaving them lost in the 
forests.  In addition, he has the power for performing 
enchantments and to transform himself in other 
creatures. Among his characteristics, he is very fast, 
strong and astuteness.

Source:  http://www.brasilescola.com/historiab/
curupira.htm 27
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FIGURES  TTO NPAI
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 The slavery
This text is assigned for  children and  adults so they can read and explain with accessible words to the youngers. 

These texts were inspired on the  slavery works from  Castro Alves, Darcy Ribeiro and Eduardo Bueno and on 
my experience  along my 76 years old.

From the black slavery in the past to the present and “uncoloured” slavery.

I – Africa

Brave warriors Tribes                                                       
Strong, free in the savannas and African fields                    
Men, women and even children                                             
Oppressed, confined and placed                                         
As animals, in the slavery ships underground:                      
Stinking , dirt , infected, gloomy in the  rarified air.               
Despair with no horizon – what a hopelessness !

II – The Sin

Oh ! Stain,  deep spot                                                         
By the stained blood red                                         
From six million of human beens,                                          
Crushed in their flesh and  consciousness                      
From these, three million corpses                                          
The only sin:                                                                            
The black colour of their skin

III – The Long Journey

Crossing the Atlantic as an eternity                                        
Ninety days and nights without the view of the stars             
Even not knowing if was day or night                              
Exiled to a so distante land
That many of them never would arrive.
And the others ? /In time some of them would return
From these no return trips to their planes  and rivers

IV – Dry Tears

On the daybreak nights      
As in the blackned afternoons
Languid  female glances  
Enlightening with no shine          
Their already dazzled dreams           
Pouring from their elusive yes 
Blurred and dried tears.

V – Dried drops of the milk

Fallen black breasts
Sucked, sucked and bled
No more outpoured drops of milk
Only imitation of dried mist
Staining when touch the face
From their children, many already inert.
And then in Brasil they would be 
Milk sitter of the children of their white oppressor
Absorbing greedy the drops of life.
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VI – The Arrival

In the harbors of a so distant and unknown land
Sick and enfeebled people for the long crossing
Who accepted and give them the welcome ?
The singers Bem-te-vis, sanhaços, sabiás, graúnas..
Enchained and naked when got off the slavery ships
And the “Sir”, white man, what does he do ?
They traded them as traction animals.
Working to the exhaustion, taking then to the death
In the sugar farming or in the gold extraction

VII – Pombeiro – Slave African Trader

How cruelty in the enslaver web !
In Africa, the “Pombeiros” , captured the slaves and 
dragged them 
To the slavery ships, exchanged for tobacco and 
drinks.
From the jobbers to the mines and sugar plants
This perverse organization… did not permit they 
stayed together
Spreading tribal groups  for incommunicado lands
The same ethnic group, dialects and common 
languages

VIII – Cultural Nuclei

So, they would not rebel , as they were blocked
Of organizing their cultural nuclei
Which, if created, would have decreased their anguish
Those who survived , all were slaves
With no identity and  quantified like spare parts
Such inhumanity lived under the African , atlantic and 
Brazilian skies.

IX – Solitude

Shattered and shredded whole families
Never, ever, would regroup
What a life, what a future, what a dream...
Reaped, butchered  and 
Enslaved in the skin and soul 
Wandering in their sorrows with affliction in the solitude
In their hopes destroyed on disillusions.

X – The black trade

Fortunes and familiar empires performed, 
Earned dirt profits with the blood
Selling human been  
As perishable black goods.
Sad people who cannot
After more than four centuries
Make equalitarian their society
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XI – The Work

The slaughtering slavery turns the manual labor a 
dishonor
For long eighteen day hours , chastened by the sun, 
In the sugar cane, coffee plantations.. in the farms, 
sugar mills 
Gold mines, stately houses, palaces and in the 
commerce
All thas made and produced here in Brazil
Was molded with the tense sweat, with no freedom
From these  people with no face , no name and no 
identity – the black people
It was humiliating if a ex-slave had a slave  for him
It was inconceivable a white, even a poor man,  not to 
be a slave owner.

XII -  Great traces of the cruelty

We remember the “palmatória” (aggression under the 
hand), the trunk (tree ued to hold the slave), the chains, 
the whip, the “gargalheria”, the anthills, the red-hot 
iron,
O Pelourinho (Pillory) and the so inhuman mutilations 
– a barbarism !
These were permanent ways to punish the rebellious 
slaves.
Against the terrible repression of the slave-o-crat men.
With these punishments they  ascribed the fear to the 
extreme
So that did not occur any changes on these slave-
owning gears.

XII - Is it true?

Many descendants stager so far and dance impregnated 
to the soul,
Reverberating the regrets of whips in their hearts,
From the horrors suffered by their parents, 
grandparents, grand-grandparents….
For more than 400 years of slavery,
Once they carry on their skin
The adverse color of the clumsy racism

XIV – Uncertain future

In the slavery gloomy past
The cruelties that moved the men
Dried the milk and tears of the black women
Today , with the same ambition for the profits
Destroy woods, pollute and and dry rivers.
In the future with no water , there will be life? 

XV – Depravity

The generator womb of the slaves
For a long time
Was the most profitable part
Of the rural property of the Brazilian slave-o-cracy
The still children were absorbed 
As plenty and very cheap labor force
Sad look of the pains that generate sorrows.

XVI – Greed

The disgusting exploitation continues enchained.
In what sense ?
The same of the old times and always
The uncontrolled greed , collecting obscene profits,
Indecent like it, always it – the greed
So negligible , perverse and destructive
From beautiful dreams, lovely dreams, dreams of hope
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XVII - Mucamas

Crossbreeding was free
From the conceiving womb
The staple diet, the religiosity 
Reaching the vocabulary, are legacies
Of the culture , soul and African mind.
The arched sorrows settle down, fall asleep
And raise by the musical and ghost rhythms, 
But the economical and social  barriers, 
Are still insurmountable , challenging us.

XVIII – Corruption generates slavery

Disillusion resets the illusions, disappoint.
Disillusion gives up the hopes.
Frustration, with no forces to react, slaughters
Discouragement destroys the self-esteem 
Brutality turns cruel the men.
Cruelty takes to the monstrosity 
The synthesis of these words is born 
From this binomial corruption-slavery.

XIX – The Republic

Descendants from the same European families , who 
made obscene fortunes with the dishonor of the 
“slave-o-cratic” work of black and Indians.
Together , with the  black slave Brazilian  traders , 
Allied to the owners of the power , always them , the 
elite, 
Dominate the reins in the colony, empire and 
republic .
To perpetuate in the commands, scrapping slowly.
Preventing the stablished order ,
So that the benefit only for the minority , does not 
crumble.

XX – Ambition

Unmeasured ambition from those who hold the power
In their planes and yachts through the world
Continues the same since the beginnings, 
Preventing the least privileged 
Have access to 
Education, health, transport, word and safety, 
Their cynical attention is only for money, with no 
scruples.

XXI – Nowadays

Thousands of children , after conceived
Are losers, once they are and will be in the
Marshy swamp, slums, ghettos, hills, in the suburb…
In the misery of the floods and avalanche where all is lost
Far from the opportunities, immersed  in endemic diseases.
Closer the deviations in conduct.
The crimes, so glamorous to the young people.

XXII – Prejudice and the racial segregation

To be free of the racism prejudice it is necessary 
We remove from our minds this ashamed spot. 
Harmful traces of the merciless slavery
The prejudice today is not only for the skin color
But from those least privileged, unwanted and 
frustrated people, 
Helpless, miserable, thrown and forgotten, excluded 
from the margin of 
the life by the power corrupting people.
It is the socioeconomic racism.

INEQUALITY
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XXIII – Present Picture – Barbarism

“Tumbeiros” of the past
Introduce themselves today, in the XXI century,
With new facets and others skin colors
Caiçaras, mulattos, cafuzos, mestizos and white people.

Humiliated and piled up as cattle 
Transport bad conditions  for long hours .. to the 
work e to the school
In the sunrise, waiting for the bus or train in the suburb 
They are assaulted by weapons from their neighbors.

Or in the endless queues with children in their arms
Depleted old people, pregnant women 
Begging for health in the scrapped hospitals.

Or in the public school with no classes 
With teachers paid with no dignity.

Humiliated people  , mostly black and mestizos  in 
degrading prisons and universities having  their 
presence as a minority. 
Mostly victims of homicide , and less life expectancy

Most of the raped women are black
This is the harmful heritage of the nauseous slavery
Enlarged by the open, generalized and trivialized 
corruption.

This is the chaotic underworld of the society
The staging, the make-believe theatre
Teachers simulate they are teaching
The government pretend they pay well 
The parents deceived themselves the children are learning
And children are the most of the victims
(Very little exceptions to this theatre play)

XXIV – Racism  in the social inequalities

To cry NO 
To the merciless and offensive  racism, 
The racism of the injury, prejudice and neglect,
Of the dehumanization, disrespect, 
Transgression, , violence and injustice.

To shout YES 
For those who tell and retell the slavery history,
When they will be reflecting, reeducating, informing,
Being aware, integrating, grating on,
Their audience or readers.

To really change
The  racism mentality culture 
And the social inequalities 
Reaching to this point
The black not to be participant of the symbolic insults

“Disracialize”and reach
The harmonious coexistence 
The apex of the opportunity inequalities,
Fraternize the brotherhood
Not from several races
But from only one race – the human race.
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XXV - In the Clouds (present expression for the 
storage of data e pictures)

Is it possible those atrocities 
That still exist in Brazil 
Are stored in the clouds?
When in a beautiful day the people, outraged ad furious, 
Will explode the brutality
Of the prejudice and racism
And will get the society of the justness?  

XXVI – The Corporations – Owners of Power

Nowadays, the 6.5 million illiterate Brazilians
Are descendants from the 13 million from 1889.
The elites always denied
Education for the least privileged 
In order to our children get out of 
This infamous  gloomy darkness 
And become citizens of their lives
The unique path will be through the education
Repeating: more education with high quality
E we, from the society, will be responsible
For not making this revolution when, then, 
We will see the abyssal inequalities and the 
frustrations will gallop.

XXVII - We shall remember

It should be taken away…
That slavery  shall  be removed  from the skin of the 
collor, for the mind.
The tragedy of the functional illiteracy, for the education.
The prejudice of the powerless people.
The blindness of the reading, for instance
Are themes from old times and nowadays
From tomorrow we wish and dream with the hope. Be 
enough.

XXVIII – Violence

Scattered since 1500,
After nurtured and trapped
In more than four centuries by the infamous slavery
Nowadays, overflowed and hatched in individual 
outbreaks
That spread like waves
Trivializing the life, reaping the people
From the sweet and sublime relation of the social living.

XXIX – I decree the Utopia

As from today:
All those people que are in public positions
From the councilor to the President of the Republic and 
those dependents 
Will have to use the public services:
From Health, Clinics and Hospitals;
From Education, Nursery and Schools;
From public transport.

Undersigned: a dream of equality in the 
inhuman inequality.
In honor to Sá-Vicença, the 
extraordinary woman, my midwife and 
from my 8 brothers and from the most 
of children who were born in 
Pedregulho (SP), my hometown.
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Here you can evaluate this edition and send us 
ideas and suggestions, besides you can read the 
books of the online collection in Portuguese, 
English, Spanish, French, German , Guarani and 
Mandarim.  Take part !! 
Your opinion is very important.

Other books of the Colletcion:

The Adventures of the Little Indian Tiçá

The Rise of the Blue Light Lagoon

Luçá and the Pterossaurus Yuri

Pitan-Net – The Internet of the Bem-te-vis

Father, Father Vini-çá

Gegê: The Little Indian who love the Animals





Brief Summary on the Author:
Marcio Mendes Biasoli , Grabiela and 
Lucas grandfather, who awakened in 
the author an enchantment for the 

lively universe, shared in this collection, 
in a funny way, some values and 
teachings that dedicated to their 

grandchildren and their little friends. 
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Illustrations and Final Art: Tiburcio 
English Text by Sebastião Carvalho Murad Rodrigues
Reviewed by: Junia Luz Rodrigues
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ISBN - 978-85-914053-7-4

Kariki, the little king

Marcio Mendes Biasoli
THE NEW LITTLE FRIENDSTHE NEW LITTLE FRIENDSTHE NEW LITTLE FRIENDS

7�� Book of the Series The New Little Friends

Illustrations by Tiburcio 


